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Porky's a legend by 
all standards
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Tits-travaganza remains classic

BY CHEERY MAYMENN pleased.
Porky s continues on the nudeTo say that any Canadian 

movie, especially an old Canadian 
movie, can be considered a classic, 
is a little shaky. But that rule goes 
right out the door when the tits start 
Hying in Porky’s.

How can it not be a classic? A 
story set in the fifties about a hunch 
of high school perverts on a 
relentless mission of the utmost 
importance — to get laid — who 
venture into Porky’s, a stripbar/ 
brothel located in the evcr-so- 
hospitable southern States.

Porky’s starts off the porn-lest 
with about a dozen naked guys and 
one prostitute. The lady was fully 
clothed and years past her prime, 
but the feel was in the air — nudity 
was on its way.

The lads continue their quest 
for sex at the illustrious mens 
entertainment establishment 
Porky’s. The teens hope to rent out 
a few of Porky’s lovely ladies, 
making for prime porn-viewing; but 
alas, it was not to be. Luckily 
however, the scene at Porky’s was 
sufficiently spackled with 
nakedness. Needless to say, I was

tradition with a few more trips to 
the breast-faring establishment, and ||| 
a fantastic shower scene that was 
definitely Oscar deserving.

But yo. Porky’s makes an U 
important point, one that I’d like to * 
emphasize. Porn is good, man. Porn 
is great. Porky’s takes the unclothed 
body and makes a work of art, and 
I think a lesson should be learned I 
from this. Don’t hide all the naked I 
bodies — show them, be proud of I 
them. Ü

Bringing me to my next point, 
why the hell doesn’t the Kill am 
have porn? Why can’t any tuition
paying student go and get a copy 
of Smut, Hustler, 40+, Skunk or 
Teenage Slumber Slut from the two- 
hour reserve? Hell, two hours is 
more than enough anyway!

Any who. Porky’s teaches an 
important lesson that Dal students 
have to learn. Pornography is not 
something to hide, but to read in the 
open. Instead of silting in a coffee 
shop reading a newspaper, pick up 
a skin mag, and he a proud 
supporter of good ol’ T&A.
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Discount Vised 
Pornography and 
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ABSOLUTELY NO REFUNDS - 
DEPOSIT MAY BE REQUIRED

ANDY’S MOTTO IS 
“HOW’S IT 

HANGING?”
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CALL 1-2507
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